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Labour Students must face
fundamental reform, and
it's simple:
One-Member, One-vote
using the party lists, not an
unconstitutional
workaround
No club denied affiliation
No student denied a vote
Deliver on the Trans Officer
Work with all Trade
Unions, including the UCU
No more vacuous nonsense,
no more flashy slogans.
Labour Students needs to
function openly and it's that
simple.

- @cllr_oliver
- @OliverForNPF

About me:
I'm a City Councillor in
Lancaster, where I
represent the youngest
ward in the country.
Through this work, I'm well
used to representing the
views of students to
people that don't always
want to listen.
I'm a Socialist,
Environmentalist and
committed to extending
democracy to all corners
of life: political, social and
economic.
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Liberation

A Green New Deal

Liberation must be at the
heart of all Labour Policy:
Liberate the curriculum,
introduce LGBT+ education
Equal Pay for Equal Work
Reform the GRA
Reform the prison system
Combat Anti-Semitism

The British Economy is in a
terrible state. Growth,
productivity and wages are
flatlining, and austerity has
failed. A Labour government
must invest in green
technologies to put us on the
road to sustainable growth:

Student Living

It's my day job to represent
students. Labour must not
forget that we are the future:
Rent controls
Landlord Accreditation
and Licensing for HMOs
Ban zero hours contracts
Funding for the mental
health crisis
Grant funding for
university living, in line with
the regional cost of living

Bring energy into public
ownership, and invest in a
Green National Grid
Invest in free public
transportation
Invest in alternatives to
single use plastics
Empower Trade Unions to
represent the interests of
working people
Empower Local Councils
to deliver local wealth
building projects
Through this we can Rebuild
Britain for the Many, and
Save our planet at the same
time!
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